Press Release
Zenith Infotech Launches the Zenith Cloud Academy
Educational Online Content is now Available to Channel Partners On-Demand
st

WARRENDALE, Penn. – February 21 , 2012 – Zenith Infotech, an international company that specializes
in delivering innovative business continuity and cloud computing solutions for IT service providers, today
announced the launch of the Zenith Cloud Academy.
The Zenith Cloud Academy is a new educational resource that gives partners access to a wide range of
product information, training and certifications. According to Ron Hogue, manager of technical training at
Zenith Infotech, the online training content will enable IT professionals to access what they need, when
they need it. “Our team got feedback from hundreds of partners who wanted more training on-demand.
The academy is our response to their needs.”

One of the great features available through the on-demand training is the interactive simulation. These
innovative tools ensure that e-learning is involving and thought-provoking. “We feel that our training
content will be very customizable to each individual’s needs and pace,” says Hogue.

Zenith understands that creating an educated partner base and making learning tools available paves the
way to business success. Its training umbrella includes cloud summits, technical conference calls,
webinars and boot camps. In 2011 more than 300 partners attended Zenith’s boot camp, including David
Oldright, owner of Trinity Network Solutions. “The Zenith boot camp was critical in giving me the
confidence I needed to implement the solution. I feel that I can provide outstanding service to my clients
because Zenith has my back and treats me as if I were a Fortune 500 company,” Oldright comments.
With the Zenith Cloud Academy available, partners can now find additional training resources without the
expense and time associated with travel.
Onsite boot camps and various face-to-face programs will continue to be offered as part of Zenith’s
overall goal of providing learning value to providers all around the world. “Zenith is committed to creating
a culture of continuous learning by encouraging partners to maximize training opportunities,” adds Hogue.

About Zenith Infotech

Zenith Infotech is an international company that specializes in delivering innovative business continuity
and cloud computing solutions for IT service providers. Our U.S. headquarters is located in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. Learn more at www.zenithinfotech.com.
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